EXHIBIT A
“Want to Prevent Cancer, Heart Disease, Diabetes and Over 145 Other Ailments... Then You Must First Take Care of Your Liver!”

Did You Know?

- Your Liver is the Largest Internal Organ AND the Largest Gland In Your Body.
- All Of The Blood In Your System Must First Pass Through Your Liver Before Making Its Journey to Your Heart, Brain, Lungs, Kidneys and the Rest of Your Body.
- And When Your Liver Is Abused, Weakened, Sick and Under Constant Attack by Pollutants and Toxic Chemicals...
- Then YOU Become Weakened, Sick and Under Attack Daily!

Hepatotherapy WORKS ON OVER 145 SCIENTIFICALLY DOCUMENTED DISEASES

- ✓ YOUR HEART
- ✓ YOUR KIDNEYS
- ✓ YOUR BRAIN
- ✓ YOUR DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
- ✓ YOUR LUNGS
- ✓ YOUR VASCULAR SYSTEM

Just By Using This One Protocol To Take Care of Your LIVER You May Prevent And Even REVERSE A Variety of Diseases That Can Plague You!

SEE INSIDE FOR DETAILS!
Dear Friend,

You might not realize this, but the health problems that are nagging you may well be caused by your Liver. If you are over the age of 35, have ever eaten meat, have ever drank alcohol, have ever taken a prescription or over-the-counter drug; including aspirin, have ever eaten fast-food, then your Liver is probably functioning at a slower pace and below optimal levels:

Your liver is the largest solid organ in your body. People may not know that the liver is also the largest gland in the body. The liver is actually two different types of gland. It is a secretory gland and it is also an endocrine gland since it makes and secretes chemicals directly into the blood that have effects on other organs in the body.

"And now I know the ideal solution with the appropriate relief thanks to a natural treatment that will regenerate, strengthen and rejuvenate your liver."

You'd smile at me and say:

"I am being cared for by a great specialist. I've tried everything... and No... My liver is not a problem..."

So I urge you to please read the testimonial from John L., It's the testimonial of a 67-year old gentleman who was at a loss for what to do to relieve his pain and regain his energy and desire for life again.

John L. was literally at the end of his rope as far as his health and ‘desire-to-live’ went; However!

This new natural therapy (Hepatotherapy) delivered through BIOtherapex Liver Rejuvenation, put meaning back to John L.’s life!

BIOtherapex Liver Rejuvenation allowed him to regain a pain-free life, with no fatigue, anxiety and a new zest for life! John’s is not the only case. I have enclosed numerous testimonials from other men and women who were able to regain their health, which you can read about, thanks to this new Rejuvenation protocol.

Even at 40, 60, 80 or 90 years of age, I am sure that a BIOtherapex Liver Rejuvenation treatment will help you become 15-20 years younger. I am sure I will be able to help you renew and reclaim your life back again... a newfound ‘youth’ and give you back the desire to live a full life again. Your friends and loved ones will be the first to notice your changes.

And Remember... You Can’t Spell LIVER... Without L-I-V-E!

YOUR LIVER IS A Master Organ And In Many Ways Is Much More Important Than Your Heart.”

- Dr. Schreiner

Chronic fatigue, depression, nervousness, migraines, acid reflux, poor memory, kidney disease, pancreatitis, eczema, abnormal weight gain, cholesterol, diabetes, arthritis, rheumatism, night cramps, allergies... and the list goes on...

In just 24 hours, A Rejuvenated Liver Can Act Against More Than 145 Illnesses!

- Your LIVER is essential for over 500 body functions!
- Your LIVER eliminates harmful waste and toxins from your body.
- Your LIVER is essential to the flow and proper filtering of your blood. Its health has a direct influence on your cardiovascular system.
- Your LIVER protects you against viruses that go through your intestines or blood. It is an essential element of your immune system.
- Your LIVER is essential for energy. If it does not work well, your strength drops and chronic fatigue sets in.
- Your LIVER transforms food into essential nutrients: vitamins, minerals and enzymes.

Your Liver is the Only Organ in Your Body Capable of Regeneration:

- After a 75% ablation of its total mass, your liver only needs 4 months to regain its initial weight.
- A healthy liver works as efficiently at 80 years of age as it did at the age of 20.
- With regular use BIOtherapex Liver Rejuvenation will have your Liver working back to optimal levels.

THE TESTIMONIAL — JANUARY 22ND, 2012

Mr. John L., who is 67 years old, took a Mega-Intensive treatment of BIOtherapex Liver Rejuvenation. He confirms feeling 20 years younger.

DR. SCHREINER’S CONCLUSION: Like many people past the age of 35, this man thought that his poor health and suffering was inevitable because of his age. But in reality, his general state was due to a dysfunctional Liver. Thanks to BIOtherapex Liver Rejuvenation, John L. revitalized his liver, rediscovered his energy and his wellbeing for a very long time to come.

Pay Attention to This Testimonial
It Will Reveal A Lot!!!

January 2012

“I thought that at 67 years old, it was natural to not be in great shape and to ache everywhere. Was I ever wrong!”

Even in the morning when I would wake up, I was completely drained; I had no desire, no energy. And talk about Pain! I constantly had it in my legs, back, stomach... just about everywhere! Walking down the stairs hurt my ankles so badly. I was older but now I just felt elderly.

When my son brought back from his trip to Europe a supply of the BIOtherapex Liver Rejuvenation Treatment, I took it just so I wouldn’t offend him but I was sure that it would be as useful as wings on a pig... But from the second day I felt in better shape than I had in many years. My wife even told me that I had looked different... healthier.

After only 4 weeks, I even went from using a cane to no cane!

I am finishing my second bottle today and I am truly a new man. I can now do things around the house for hours at a time, in my workshop, and I am much more active than I have been in years... all without feeling any of the pain I had before taking BIOtherapex Liver Rejuvenation; all my health worries have disappeared, I feel ready to take on the next 30 years! – John L. (67)
Strengthen your liver with BIOTherAPex LIVER REJUVENATION and get your health back!

**Better Internal Tone, Less Health Issues**
Thanks to BIOTherAPex LIVER REJUVENATION you will be able to better absorb the vitamins and minerals you take in and your body will use them more efficiently. You’ll have much more energy as you regain your natural balance to food and will have a renewed level to fitness.

**Memory, Concentration, Stress**
Your brain is very sensitive to environmental pollutants and toxins that build up in the blood and get deposited in the brain. BIOTherAPex LIVER REJUVENATION helps protect your brain. It is effective against memory trouble; and it improves concentration and calms stress.

**Strengthen your liver with BIOTherAPex**

**FAQ.**

**Your liver is a true vitamin depot!**
A healthy liver stocks Vitamin A intensively providing sufficient coverage for your needs for 10 months. It also stocks Vitamin D and Vitamin B12 to prevent deficiencies for 1 to 2 years.

**Your liver is a true iron depot.**
Your liver stocks iron, which it combines with protein, making ferritin, thus regulating the levels of iron in the blood.

**Your liver digests everything for you!**
Your liver eliminates toxins and other waste products created by food intake and organic function. All this waste is eliminated through bile and then expelled naturally.

**Your liver plays a major role in your immunity!**
Through the macrophage cells, it protects you from pathogen germs, bacteria, microbes, viruses, etc.

**Your liver regulates the absorption of sugars and fats!**
All liver dysfunction has immediate repercussions on the cardiovascular system.

**If you have one of these ailments, then you must absolutely USE the BIOTherAPex LIVER REJUVENATION free of charge for 30 days and Help Alleviate:**
- Chronic and debilitating fatigue
- Depression
- Acid reflux
- Abnormal weight gain
- Diabetes
- Arthritis
- Muscle pain
- Joint pain
- Migraines
- Nervousness
- Irritability
- Bad breath
- Body odor
- Bald and Thinning Hair
- Bloating, flatulence
- Digestive problems
- Stomach burn
- Skin irritation
- Acne
- Eczema
- Flu
- Cholesterol
- Rheumatism
- Night cramps
- Eye disease
- Allergies
- Nightmares

**If you remove 75% of a liver in an operation, it will only take 4 months for it to get back to its original weight.**

**Your liver is a very resistant organ!**
While all organs submit to the effects of the ageing process, the liver, if well maintained, can work as well at 80 years as at 20.

**Your liver regenerates itself.**
The liver has the power to quickly reconstitute itself and therefore to remain young.

**Your liver is a powerful energy source!**
Your liver stocks energy along with nutrients essential to fuel your body between meals. It therefore prevents your organs from suffering for long periods of time even if your food intake is insufficient or unbalanced.

**ARThritis/BACK AND JOINT PAIN**
“My knees and Lower Back had been torturing me for years”.
Bending or climbing stairs was a living nightmare... There was nothing I could do but take painkillers that gave me stomach and acid problems. Since taking BIOTherAPex LIVER REJUVENATION, my pain has completely gone away. I would never have believed that the cause of pain came from my liver. - Jack R. (61)

**I FEEL LIKE A NEW MAN!**
Job Issues, moving, and a bad breakup...I had to face everything head on and have been feeling really drained and unable to recover...My mood and my physical shape had both taken a big hit. BIOTherAPex LIVER REJUVENATION allowed me to regain my energy and all my abilities. It only took four days and I was my old self again! I have renewed energy and get great pleasure out of doing things. It’s a true cure that everyone should try; that’s how effective and fast it is! - Bob M. (52)
Your Health Depends On The Health Of Your Liver.

During a notable San Diego Hepatology Conference, over 200 specialists from 14 countries debated the scope of the results of a recent study on the Liver.

The study was carried out on over 1200 people with various afflictions: hypertension, chronic fatigue syndrome, joint and muscle pain, sexual difficulties, diabetes, kidney function, memory trouble, depression, obesity, digestive problems, IBS, skin conditions, etc.

Through a series of tests and analyses, this study showed that well over 140 diseases are caused by liver dysfunction.

The Testing Criteria
The 1200 chosen individuals were divided into 4 test groups: 3 groups of 300 people were given blind treatment for a period of 14, 30 or 60 days, intended to reactivate their liver functions, while the last group, 300 people, received a placebo for the same period of time.

The results amazed the entire conference! In fact, among the 4 groups receiving the treatment, only one group of 300 people, showed stunning results. This group was the only group benefiting from the brand new liver reactivation protocol called BIOThERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION.

In just this group alone, all the tests subjects saw their affliction symptoms recede rapidly and some disappear completely.

BIOThERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION leaves the winner! 99% satisfaction.

Lab photos taken during the clinical study
Here is what you should see in 24 hours

FLATTER BELLY, WEIGHT LOSS
You won't need more than just 2 days to see the difference!
After just 2 days of treatment you will definitely feel slimmer. Your stomach is flat and you won't feel bloated after a meal.

You have slimmer down all over, including feet, hands and the face. You feel lighter and rejuvenated. If you get on the scale, you will be awed at having lost at least 4.5lbs in 48 hours without having done anything special... Nothing better than over-activating your liver to lose pounds and enhance your line.

BIOThERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION TREATMENT USED: Super-Intensive treatment

Your vision has improved: ocular fatigue is a symptom of liver trouble since the eyes get their energy from the liver. If you ever get the feeling there is a film of something in front of your eyes, you will notice that this film will have disappeared in under 24 hours and that your vision is much clearer, cleaner and even in low light conditions.

Similarly, irritations and tearing will also disappear in a few days.

BIOThERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION TREATMENT USED: Mega-Intensive treatment

PASTY TONGUE, WRINKLES, SMOOTHER COMPLEXION
Medications are the root cause of your liver’s fatigue... Purifying your liver is purifying and rejuvenating your entire body.

Look at your tongue in the morning before eating and you will be surprised at the transformation “before the treatment” and 2 days later... This is very important. A “pasty” tongue is a sign of digestion difficulties, generalized fatigue and pain.

With BIOThERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION, after just 2 days of treatment you will have a perfectly pink tongue again and the rings and bags under your eyes will have gone. Your wrinkles will smoothen and your complexion will glow, an indication of perfect liver health.

BIOThERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION TREATMENT USED: Mega-Intensive treatment

ARTHRITIS, RHEUMATISM
Liver deficiency is one of the root causes of arthritis and rheumatism. Strengthening the liver is one of the best ways to treat arthritis and rheumatism.

From the very first day, you’ll notice that the inflammation and the edemas have disappeared; the joint pains have been mitigated. When you wake up you will be stunned at how the rust has gone out of your joints.

In a few weeks of treatment, your rheumatism disappears to never return. Strengthened and reactivated, your liver has expelled the accumulated toxins.

BIOThERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION TREATMENT USED: Super-Intensive treatment
IT'S NOW UP TO YOU TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS FANTASTIC PRODUCT FOR YOUR LIVER, AND THEREFORE YOUR OVERALL HEALTH.
WE INTERVIEWED ATTENDING PHYSICIANS FROM THE SAN DIEGO CONFERENCE!

**Dr. Kaplan, Los Angeles, CA**
Internal Medicine

**Generalized fatigue, irritability, migraines:**
The number of patients seeking treatment for chronic fatigue, depression and migraines, is rising.
I am personally convinced that all these symptoms come from an overstressed, overworked Liver.
Purifying and strengthening the liver is the primary therapy I consider in cases of chronic fatigue.
We must keep in mind that the liver is an incredible deposit of vitamins and iron that find their way into the blood and organs when the liver is functioning optimally. The results against fatigue are almost immediate.
This protocol also enables making eye and other health problems disappear by simply purifying and strengthening the liver, without any medication.

In fact, after strengthening and purifying their liver, my patients regain their energy, wellbeing and optimism very quickly and without the use of toxic and harmful medication. **BIOTherapex LIVER REJUVENATION is the only natural product I recommend to all my patients without any hesitation!**

**Dr. Abrodovich  Minneapolis, MN**
Gastroenterology

**Digestive problems:**
Digestive difficulties, stomach pain and heart-burn are the first symptoms to show up in the event of liver problems.
I suggest to my patients **BIOTherapex LIVER REJUVENATION first and foremost as a natural remedy for digestive problems.**

**BIOTherapex LIVER REJUVENATION** is a true liver detoxification protocol. Cleansed, purified and strengthened, your liver can work perfectly once again. Digestion is improved in just days; bloating and flatulence disappear along with constipation problems.
In addition, when people lose weight, often it is a sign of the liver’s and the kidney’s good expulsion abilities.

**BIOTherapex LIVER REJUVENATION acts from the second day of treatment. The digestion problems disappear and patients are surprised to discover that they have a better complexion, better-looking hair and that they 'feel much better' after a few weeks of use.**
Some abnormalities disappear on their own just by strengthening the liver; migraines, skin problems, eye fatigue and irritability.

This exclusive trial is reserved for you personally.

A 100% **FREE TRIAL** for 30 days. I guarantee results within the very first 24 hours.
**OR THIS TREATMENT WILL COST YOU NOTHING.**

Dr. **Schwartz**  
New York, NY  
Family Practitioner

**Cholesterol, Lipids, Diabetes:**
When I notice a patient with high cholesterol, elevated fat and sugar levels, and diabetes, the first thing I treat is the liver.
In fact, successful blood flow and filtering in the body really depend on the liver (did you know that the liver filters 24 Gallons of blood per hour which makes 687 Gallons per day?). The liver handles and regulates fat, protein and sugar breakdown.
So any irregularity of the liver will cause an immediate impact on your entire system.
After a few days of use, I saw patients regain a normal blood pressure and their leg and ankle edemas naturally disappeared.
By purifying and strengthening the liver, many patients saw an immediate drop in their blood cholesterol and sugar levels.

**Strengthening the liver is the most effective way of avoiding hypertension, diabetes and cardiovascular problems. BIOTherapex LIVER REJUVENATION is by far the best natural formulation for strengthening, rejuvenating and regenerating the liver.**

Dr. **Browning**  
Houston, TX  
Rheumatologist

**Arthritis, Rheumatism, Back Pain and Joint Pain**
People whose liver cannot manage to get rid of toxins often suffer from the debilitating effects of Arthritis, Rheumatism and Back Pain.

These toxins can then invade the joint, which subsequently causes the muscles to break down and eventually lose flexibility. Your liver is the body’s biggest filter and purifier. If it works well, it gets rid of toxins and waste along with bile.
That’s why any rheumatism or arthritis treatment must absolutely go through hepatic therapy.
Even if they provide some form of relief, analgesics and anti-inflammatories are not a long-term solution because they have very negative side-effects and are extremely toxic to the liver.

**By suggesting to my patients BIOTherapex LIVER REJUVENATION: They obtain excellent results against joint related diseases (osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, back pain and even muscle arthritis) and against muscle pain due to fatigued liver... which if not properly addressed can elevate blood toxin levels.**

Dr. **Kaplan**  
Los Angeles, CA  
Internal Medicine

**We interviewed attending physicians from the San Diego Conference!**
BIOTHERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION

THE MOST POWERFUL FORMULA IN THE WORLD TO REJUVENATE Your Liver And Organs in JUST 24 hours!

A true liver rejuvenator and regenerator, BIOATHERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION has all the components required to purify, strengthen and regenerate your liver so that your Liver can help itself to help combat disease.

SPECIFIC VITAMINS
10 plant-extracted vitamins are put into BIOATHERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION.

There are 3 “liver-specific” vitamins in strong concentrations in BIOATHERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION: Vitamin A, Vitamin B12, and Vitamin D.

These vitamins act on your liver to rejuvenate your organs and suppress fatigue and pain and prevent the onset of osteoporosis. The benefits of these vitamins on your health is well known:

Vitamin A: Improves vision, protects cells from free radicals.

Vitamin B12: A known energy factor, it favors the formation of erythrocyte.

Vitamin D: Puts calcium and phosphorus in the bones. Protects against osteoporosis and joint pain. The liver will stock these 3 vitamins for several months, therefore you will enjoy their benefits for a very long time for your rejuvenation, your strength, your joints and bones.

To reinforce the effect of the 3 “liver-specific vitamins” other natural vitamins are added to BIOATHERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION. They are filtered and distributed by your organs to provide a complete treatment against fatigue and pain. Rejuvenation and immunization will follow.

B1: Necessary for tissue growth.

B2, B6: For the production of blood.

B3: Helps keep metabolism regular.

C: Fights infection and strengthens.

E: Protects cells.

SPECIFIC MINERALS
8 minerals also go into BIOATHERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION.

First and foremost, Iron, which will be stocked in the liver and will be regulated to enrich your blood and give it good oxygenation (iron favors hemoglobin and oxygen flow).

7 other minerals are absorbed, filtered by your liver and go through your blood to help you regain your strength and protect your health:

Calcium, phosphorus: Bone growth.

Potassium: Antioxidant against osteoporosis and hypertension.

Sodium: Maintains acid base balance, is antiseptic and disinfectant.

Manganese, magnesium: Maintains proper muscle and nervous system function.

Copper: Balances the body.

Chrome: Favors enzyme and fatty acid activity.

Zinc: healing.

UNIQUE ENZYMES
Specific enzymes are added to this rich and proprietary blend of ingredients:

Both Bromelain and Papain are Liver enzyme that aids in various ailments and boost general health. They have been linked to improved blood circulation, heart health and breathing conditions. They improve digestion, are anti-inflammatory, improve overall immunity, reduce inflammation, treat irritable bowel condition, slow clotting and they may help inhibit tumor growth, as well as sweeps the body and liver of fat, thus making your liver work more efficiently.

Creatine Phosphate is an enzyme needed by the Liver for overall health, wellness and energy. Creatine Phosphate gets stored in the muscles, where it is used for overall energy. It helps repair damaged muscles and organs, and may also help increase lean muscle mass. It has been shown help lower levels of fats in the blood and the liver which leads to a more efficient and effective liver.

Lab photos taken during the clinical study
Here is what you should see in 4 weeks

RHEUMATISM PAIN, ARTHRITIS
As I said earlier on, you will feel a net improvement of your pain just 24 hours into your treatment but look at the results after 4 weeks.

Some people who suffered from back pain at the kidney level saw their pain disappear and never return. Look at these before and after photos of the hands following the treatment.

Photo 1: The hand is deformed by the inflammation because of rheumatoid arthritis.

Photo 2: Little by little, it regains its initial shape and all traces of the inflammation disappear; the patient no longer suffers.

FAT, CHOLESTEROL AND DIABETES
Your Liver filters, neutralizes or destroys everything bad in your blood. Your Liver helps manage cholesterol levels and ensures and regulates absorption of fats and proteins (dairy, meat, eggs, cheese,...).

Your Liver helps protect against diabetes by regulating the absorption and flow of sugar, similar to its work with fats. Your Liver works with the pancreas to maintain normal blood sugar levels.

These images show that fat, cholesterol and sugar (diabetes) levels can be restored back to normal, thus avoiding Cardiovascular and Heart related issues.

AGE SPOTS, SKIN PROBLEMS
Old age spots are an external sign of the accumulation of organic waste that destroys skins cells.

BIOATHERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION helps clear the existing spots and stops the appearance of new ones by purifying the body and rejuvenating and regenerating the cells of the skin. Provides spectacular results in old age spots and skin issues.

OVERWEIGHT
You could easily lose between 8-13lbs. per week. In just two-weeks, this woman lost over 28lbs. without dieting, without medication, without effort; just by feeding her liver with BIOATHERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION.

How: Her liver is working at optimal capacity making all her organs more efficient. Calories are quickly turned into energy and not into fat. As the body quickly uses its fat reserves - you lose weight quickly!
**GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE**

**FREE 30-DAY TRIAL**

The medical press has been a buzz about Hepatotherapy and the highly effective BIOTherApeX Liver Rejuvenation. I’ll say it again! BIOTherApeX Liver Rejuvenation is an even stronger rejuvenating and regenerating supplement than DHEA, Melatonin and many other products you may come across. Your doctor surely knows about it. He/She couldn’t have missed the “Medical Journal” feature a few months ago.

**Take advantage of this invitation and take our “Free 30-day Trial.”**

Don’t turn down this Free Invitation; it’s risk-free. You’ll hardly recognize yourself in a month; you’ll be full of energy and vigor and will have a new zest for life!

You’ll rejuvenate and regenerate, having armed your body and organs with what they need to live long years of happiness and in great health. If not for yourself, do it for your loved ones; they will be so proud of you.

Try it! it’s risk free!

Takes this “free 30-day-trial” just out of curiosity since it’s risk-free; don’t pay a single penny if you’re not thrilled with the results!

If you don’t mail in the invitation today, you’ll risk missing out on unleashing the healing power inside you, to get rid of disease, exhaustion, anxiety and pain. And, best of all: once your body starts to rejuvenate, not only will pain disappear, but you will begin to also look younger. Wrinkles will decrease and skin will firm. The benefits are countless.

I urge you! Take this “free 30-day-trial”. I’m the only one taking a risk. Try it and tell me what you think personally. I would just love to get your opinion. It’s what matters most to me.

I’ll certify it. You pay nothing (not a single dollar will be asked of you) if you are not 100% satisfied with this 30-day trial.

Sincerely and in wishing you a speedy recovery.

P.S. This product is very sought after. All reservations are strictly limited and numbered.

Regardless of your decision to take the free 30-day-trial, if you decide to pass on your protocol, please advise me by checking the NO box in your invitation and mail it in the return envelope. That way, I can release your trial for the next candidate on my waiting list.

There are thousands who want to take advantage of this offer and thanks to you, I will be able to satisfy one of them.

---

**WEIGHT LOSS**

I lost 20lbs by doing nothing.

“I was a few months into my diet and the weight was not coming off despite all I did…. But everything changed when I started taking BIOTherApeX Liver Rejuvenation.... At the end of the very first week, I had already lost 12lbs. even though I did not change my diet nor did I do any more exercise. I have now lost 28lbs. Effortlessly.”

- Beth G. (47)

---

**DIGESTIVE TROUBLE**

I have very fragile intestines...

“I have a very sensitive intestinal track... Right after eating a meal with any kind of spices I find it difficult to digest. I feel heavy, bloated and tired for hours. Since taking BIOTherApeX Liver Rejuvenation I can feel a big change, I can now eat many of the foods I had previously forbidden myself to eat. No more feeling overly-full, no more bloating, no more gogginess after eating; Hello Pizza! BIOTherApeX Liver Rejuvenation works great!”

- Stephen C. (37)

---

**CHOLESTEROL, HYPERTENSION, CARDIOVASCULAR ISSUES**

I am very happy because my latest tests left my doctor speechless!

“She was happy to see my cholesterol level decrease dramatically since my last visit. I did not change my lifestyle, I simply added my BIOTherApeX Liver Rejuvenation... And I was not expecting this kind of result this fast.”

- Calvin N. (68)

---

**MEMORY**

The Return Of My Brain!

“My forgetfulness and ability to hold a conversation without saying ah, ah, ah, a thousand times has greatly improved. I’m like my old self again, sharp and witty, even remembering names. I thought about seeking medical help, and tried BIOTherApeX Liver Rejuvenation...so glad I did! It was obvious that there was a toxic accumulation problem started by my ‘slow-down’ liver. Who knew your Liver could affect your Brain? I’ll take it for life if I have to! Give it a try, hope it helps you....”

- Louis D. (74)

---

**HIS LIBIDO IS THROUGH THE ROOF!**

“Over the last few years, my husband was having erection problems that was really disrupting our sex life and left him with a lot of anxiety. Before prescribing medication for him, our doctor recommended he take BIOTherApeX Liver Rejuvenation for his liver and his cholesterol. I am writing you to tell you about the unexpected effect BIOTherApeX Liver Rejuvenation had on his sex drive and libido. In just one week, his sexual troubles have all but vanished and his desire has come back stronger than ever before!”

- Mrs. J. Singer (66)

---

**EXHIBIT A, page 7**

---

**Health Research Labs**

---

**ORDER ANYTIME  1-888-661-8709  www.BioTherapex.com**

---

**www.BioTherapex.com  1-888-661-8709  ORDER ANYTIME**

---

**CONFIDENTIAL**

---

**HRL000224**
Choose from Four BIOThERAPEX Value Packages:

**SUPER-INTENSIVE**
6 Bottles, plus 6 Bottles **FREE**!
Save a TREMENDOUS $189.95!

**MEGA-INTENSIVE**
3 Bottles, plus 3 Bottles **FREE**!
Save a WHOPPING $119.75!

**ULTRA-INTENSIVE**
2 Bottles, plus 1 Bottle **FREE**!
Save $39.75!

**INTENSIVE**
1 Bottle

---

**HEALTHY LIVER! HEALTHY HEART!**
THE PERFECT COMPANION TO BIOThERAPEX LIVER REJUVENATION!

Did You Know...

Heart Disease is the **number one killer** in North America... and up to 1-in-3 North Americans suffer from Cardiac Problems! **Omega-3 Cardio Plus** is a Heart supplement that helps dissolve decades of arterial plaque buildup. **Omega-3 Cardio Plus** also supports optimal blood pressure health, and may help to get rid of scary heart palpitations, chest pains, and works to improve circulation, mental clarity and overall aerobic fitness.

A strong healthy heart, a robust cardiovascular system, powerful circulation, a renewed and rejuvenated Liver, and clear arteries is one of the best ways to remain active, happy, healthy and mentally sharp well into your senior years.

---

**BIOThERAPEX Order Form**

**HEALTH RESEARCH LABS**
165 Pleasant Ave.
South Portland, ME 04106

**3 Ways to Place Your Order:**

1. **BY MAIL:** Place your order with cash, check or credit card. Simply detach this form and place it into the enclosed mailing envelope.
2. **BY PHONE:** 1-888-661-8709
3. **ONLINE:** www.BioTherapex.com

---

**ORDERED BY:** (PLEASE PRINT)

____________________________________
Name

____________________________________
Address

City State Zip

____________________________________
Email

**PAYMENT METHOD**

☐ I have enclosed a check or money order payable to “HRL” for the amount of $________________________

☐ Please charge the full amount to my credit card

[ ] American Express

[ ] Discover

[ ] MasterCard

[ ] Visa

[ ] Signature

[ ] Daytime Phone

---

**MEGA-INTENSIVE**
I get a 3 month supply, plus a 3 month bonus supply absolutely **FREE**! I pay only $119.95 plus $7.95 S&H (total of $127.90) That’s a total 6 month supply for only $127.90! That’s only 65¢ per day!

SAVE $189.95!

**SUPER-INTENSIVE**
I get a 6 month supply, plus a 6 month bonus supply absolutely **FREE**! I pay only $189.95 plus $8.95 S&H (total of $198.90) That’s a total 12 month supply for only $198.90! That’s only 52¢ per day!

SAVE $189.95!

**ULTRA-INTENSIVE**
I get a 2 month supply, plus 1 month bonus supply absolutely **FREE**! I pay only $79.95 plus $6.95 S&H (total of $86.90) That’s a total 3 month supply for only $86.90! That’s only 88¢ per day!

SAVE $39.95!

**INTENSIVE**
I get a 1 month supply at the very lowest price available! I pay only $39.95 plus $5.95 S&H (total of $45.90) for a 1 month supply.

SAVE $39.95!

**BIOThERAPEX TOTAL PACKAGE WITH OMEGA-3 CARDIO PLUS**
The “Complete” package for those people also concerned about overall health. Get everything in the “MEGA-INTENSIVE” package plus **FREE S&H**, plus buy 3 months of Omega-3 Cardio Plus for only $119.95 and get another 3 months **FREE**! You save an incredible 50% off the regular price. Total price only $239.90.

SAVE $239.90!

---

**Subtotal**

$239.90

**S&H**

$119.95

**“Rush Processing”**


**TOTAL**

$379.80

---

**Receive a 20% Discount Immediately!**
Call 1-888-661-8709 to find out about our special offer.

---

100% RISK FREE GUARANTEE Health Research Labs promises to provide you with only Pharmaceutical Grade supplements, doctor formulated and manufactured in FDA Approved Certified Good Manufacturing Process (CGMP) Labs in the USA. If you are not for any reason satisfied with the quality of any of our supplements, simply return the unused portion within 60 days for a prompt, no questions asked for a full refund. Pharmaceutical Grade, FDA Approved Laboratory CERTIFIED By Health Research Labs.

---

Please remove my name from future mailings.

---

**Call now!**
Receive a 20% Discount Immediately! Call 1-888-661-8709 to find out about our special offer.

---

www.BioTherapex.com 1-888-661-8709 ORDER ANYTIME
Your Liver is Your Body’s Master Control

It’s a Fact: Your Liver Has Over 500 Vital Functions!

✓ Combating & Clearing the Blood of Infections and Bacteria...
✓ Making Enzymes Which Repair Damaged Tissue...
✓ Metabolizing Drugs and Toxins...
✓ Turning Food Into Energy Efficiently...
✓ Regulating Hormones Including Sex Hormones...
✓ And Even More...

Strengthen Your Liver and Start to Get Your Health Back Within the First Week!

100% GUARANTEED!

BIOATHERAPEX
LIVER ENZYME REJUVENATION